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Finishes for outdoor

m2/ l
10 - 12 15’ - 20’

LONG-LASTING

High mechanical strength
Excellent UV ray resistance

EASY

Roller application
Renew without sanding

WATER-PROOF

Good water-proo�ng action
No peeling

MULTI-EFFECT

Neutral
Coloured

Neutral - 001 Teak - 015 Grey - 022

Colour Chart

Pro-Deck has a much longer lasting time than any traditional oil for outdoor purposes.
High PROtection for DECKing

Teak treated with a traditional oil
for outdoor, after 10 months.

Teak treated with Pro-Deck,
after 10 months

Outdoor water-based long-lasting protection

Pro-Deck is a water-based outdoor �nish for the long-lasting protection of 
decking, providing it with a natural look. Pro-Deck is extremely resistant to UV 
rays and temperature changes, it does not peel and protects the wood against 
water and allows it to breathe.

Easy to use and to renovate, you can spread it with a roller just like a lacquer 
and it does not need any sanding before restoration.

It is particularly recommended on surfaces subject to critical climatic 
conditions, and it is available in Neutral, Teak and Grey versions.

You can apply it on all wood species and use it both horizontally and vertically.

Pro-Deck



Outdoor natural oil

Oil4Sun is an outdoor natural oil to �nish and protect decking, wood 
cladding and various wood objects.

Resistant to water, UV rays and bad weather, it penetrates deeply and 
does not peel,  it enables the wood to breathe.

Anti-slip certi�ed, it is particularly recommended to �nish the pool-side 
decking. Easy to apply and renew, available in Neutral, Teak, Wengé and 
Grey versions. It can be used both horizontally and vertically.

Oil4Sun

m2/ l
15 - 20 12 - 24 h

EASY

Easy to apply
Easy to refresh

MULTI-EFFECT

Neutral
Coloured

NO SLIP

STRONG

Excellent UV ray resistance
Good waterproo�ng action

ANTISLIP

EN 13036-4:2011
certi�ed

Wengé - 020 Grey - 022

Neutral - 001 Teak - 015

Colour Chart
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Protection agent for Wood Plastic Compound terraces

WPC Cover is a WPC water-based protection agent. It protects ef�ciently all 
surfaces preventing them to absorb oil and grease.

Easy to use and to renovate, it improves the long-term original colour 
durability on WPC structures.

WPC Cover

m2/ l
15 - 20 2 - 4 h

RESISTANCE

Stain resistance

Untreated surface

Water
1 h

Water
16 h

Oil
1 h

Oil
16 h

5 4

5 5

3

5

2

4Surface treated with WPC Cover

Stain resistance: certi�cation UNI EN 12720
5 = Maximum strength, the surface does not change appearance
1 = Minimum strength
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Medium grey brush
for wood �oors

Hard black brush
for decking

Decking maintenance

The professional �oorwasher

WashPro 35 is a professional �oorwasher for indoor and outdoor, 
provided with two high-speed counter-rotating brushes, which 
washes the �oor deeply all at once, leaving it dry.

Light, super compact and easy to carry, equipped with a 
tilting till 90° tank, it reaches the most dif�cult spaces. 
Besides, the particular position of the front brush helps to clean 
ef�ciently also �ush with the wall.

WashPro 35 can collect dirty water without suction system, 
thus getting better results if compared to bigger machines.

WashPro 35 is equipped with a medium brush to wash wood 
�oors and a hard brush for decking and intensive cleaning. By a 
quick and easy system, you can change the brush in a few 
minutes, so that to modify its position on the �oor without 
increasing the pressure and loosing effectiveness.

It is perfect to wash the �oor before restoring any oil �nish; if 
compared to a buf�ng machine, it penetrates into the pores of the 
wood and prepares the surface to absorb the new �nish at best.

Wash Pro 35

Before After

Technical data sheet

Decking wash

Body height

Body width

Body length

Front brush

Rear brush

Working width

Working capability

Induction motor power

Total tank capacity

Waste tank capacity

Total weight (empty)

140 mm

385 mm

330 mm

Ø 86 700 rpm

Ø 54 1145 rpm

385 mm

500 m2/h

400W 2800 rpm

4 L

1,8 L

11 kg



Restoring solution for grey wood

Decking black sealant | MS Polymer

Sigil MS Nero is a MS polymer sealant recommended for extension joints of 
outdoor wood �oors.

It enables to achieve elastic and tough bonding on any type of support both 
indoor and outdoor except for some plastic materials.

Solvent-free, it is extremely resistant to water - even sea water - and UV 
rays.

Sigil MS Nero

Renewing solution for grey wood

Grey Free restores the original aspect of greyish and dull wood as a result of 
ageing and deterioration.
Easy to use, it removes effectively the grey coating caused by mildew and 
UV rays.

Grey Free

12 - 24 h30’ - 40’ 

OPEN TIMEMS
Polymer

Before After



Decking cleansers

Concentrated cleaner for decking

Highly concentrated decking cleaner. It removes the dirt nestled in the wood �bres 
and, if used in higher concentrations, also the residues of old protective treatments.
Extremely effective on all types of decking, it offers the advantage of not having to 
sand the foor.

Re-Wood

WPC neutral detergent

WPC Cleaner is a neutral detergent speci�cally formulated to clean WPC surfaces. 
Thanks to its strong degreasing ef�ciency it gets the best results on high traf�c areas, 
even if stained with grease or oil.

WPC Cleaner

Natural soap for decking

Deck-Soap is a natural soap to clean your decking. With low environmental impact, 
formulated with soap made from coconut oil, it can clean and degrease your wood 
deeply.

Deck-Soap
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